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Abstract: The necessary hardware and software for the
workstation of the neurologist and neurosurgeon are
currently developed. This integrated environment consists

of different submodules, databases, expertsystems, image
analysis system, telelinks to MRI and CT, vEEG and
qEEG, a computerized reference set on CDRom with
automatized connections via Internet and Medline to the
NLM in Washington DC. and other relevant databases

via Internet.

Telecommunicationlinks

make

the

individualized teleconsultions possible.
TNTRODUCI'ION

The objective of the project is the development, testing
and validation of a workstation and the necessary software for
clinical neurologist, pediatric neurologist and
neurosurgeon.

the

The Interlink connection makes it possible to reach
several other neuro-databases and the databases connected
with the Mapping the Brain and its functions project via
w.w.w..By using this system it is also possible to create
individualized homepages aswell as use the system for
worldwide teleconsultations in rare neurological disorders and
-treatments. It also gives one the possibility to benefit from
the new developments in the neuro-imageanalysis in the
leading researchcenters.
The third submodule consists of expertsystems, installed
in the workstation. Hitherto two expertsystems (Epilepsy-

expert and Sleep-Expert) for the diagnostics have been
developed and validated . These are based on the use of
International classifications(2,3). Two new expertsystems are
under development currently.

In addition it is possible to create own individualized
databases. (These can be based on references, case reports,

diagnostic tests, modes

METHOD

of treatment etc). New information

can be added also by using the scanner or audiovideo set..

The fifth submodule under development consists of an
image analysis system for MRI and CT pictures (received
directly from the X-ray department via optic link). Software
for the comparison of the horizontal sections (MRI,CT) and

The workstation under development consists of different
submodules. These are developed, tested and validated in
different stages and at different clinical test sites. The endproducts of each submodule will be (are) near - market

digitalized neuroanatomical structures (from

products.

corresponding levels) is under development. This makes the

The hardware (workstation)consists of a Pentium

Pro,

which is equipped with a rewriting CD-Rom station, Worm,
Internet connections (ISDN/ATM), with a audiovideo-set for
video consultations, scanner, laser printer connected to the
network and optical-wire connections to the X-ray department
(MRI, CT,DSA) and to the Video-EEG laboratory (vEEG,
qEEG)
The software consists of several submodules, which will

be integrated into a common

user-interphase.

The frst

submodule is so called NEUROBASE (Arbor Publ.Corp. San
Diego,Calif.U.S.A.)(l). A recently developed commercially
available computerized reference resource on Cd-Rom. for
PC. The updating is done four times I year and the system is

maintained by 300 authors all over the world. This is a
comprehensive and sophisticated tool, which uses both
hyperftext and multimedia illustrations on more than 450

different topics on diagnosis and treatment. These are
originally written full-length review articles with innovative
operating software. The system also includes Nervline and
Neuroline as bibliographic databases that contain citations
and abstracts from journals.
By using Internet and Medlink, a new telecommunications
program, has direct access from the interphase to the

it

at the National Library of Medicine
(Washington DC.,U.S.A.), having thus access to the original
Medline database

articles and sources.

identification and localization

of the

injured tracts

the
and

structures easier. Although the integration of different types

of

sffuctural data within a given patient are still a controversial
subject. Even the use of internal landmarks such as the skull
or the outer surface of the brain as a conrmon surface to
perform iterative mathematical adjustments between data sets
makes the rough comparisons possible (4) Along the
development of the image analysis software'also a database
for the functional anatomy and defect symptoms for
individual brain structures is developed.
In the future the more sophisticated image analysis
systems will also allow the between-subject image integration
(s).

The sixth submoduled consists of the software being
developed for the integration of the structural information
(MRI) with the topographic vEEG and qEEG data creating
2D and 3D maps for the localization of e.g. epileptic foci
(bipolar recordings and analysismethods). In the future this
information may be connected with the already existing 3D
electrical model

of the brain, thus giving more

accurate

spatial information about the location of deep laying electrical
(functional) lesions in the brain.
The system also allows the use of both teleradiology and
tele-EEG in the future. Both systems are already working in
the Tampere University Hospital. The teleradiology system is
based on already existing standards (DICOM). The system
allows multimodality input of images aswell as integrated
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of text, radiological images and
scanned documents, e.g. request forms. The use of advanced
image compression techniques minimize the transmission
time between remote stations.
The seventh submodule consists of an audiovideo set with
a video camera. This makes the video consultations within the
department and within the hospital possible. Thus creating
handling and transmission

new possibilities

for communication

(3) L.Korpinen, M.Partinen, T.Telakivi, K.Martikainen,
T.Pietilä, J.Peltola, B.Falck and H.Frey.,"Evaluation of
Sleep Expert- a computer-aided decision support system
for sleep disorders". Med.lnform.vol 19 (3), pp 247252,1994.

[4] C.Pelinari,G.Chen, D.Spelbring, R. Weichselbaum
and C.Chen. "Accurate three-dimensional registration of

CT, PET and/or MR images of the brain.",
J.Comput.Assist.Tomogr. vol l3 (l) pp20 -26,1989.

between different

specialists. The same system may in principle also be used for
video-conferences between different sites in the future.
The last two submodules consists of 1) a link to give the
access to the patient archives, thus giving one the possibility
to get individual patient files and data ( in the near future also
electronic patient data will be available in the hospital). By
using the audio-video set it would also be possible to add e.g.
voice information to this and store it as multimedia data in
the own database, if necessary for further use.
2) A link to the laboratory (Chemistry laboratory,

Microbiological laboratory, Neuropathology unit).

(5)

A.Evans, S.Marrett, J.Torrescorzo, S.Ku,
L.Collins.,"MRI-PET correlation

lood.Flow&Metab.vol | | (2) pp

These

user interphase.

Special consideration will be given to the formats for the
storage and retrieval of images and pictures in a multimedia
database.

the users are intimately involved in

the

developmental project the needs and requirements are taken
into account all the time.
A special testing and validation system a different test
sites is currently subject of discussion.

In the future the workstations will be used both for
research, teaching and clinical routine (diagnostics and
treatment) purposes.One of the advantages of the system is,
that it will allow the use of asycnhronous time for many
purposes.

Once the online connections are working it will be
to use the workstation also in the neurosurgical
operating theatre aswell as in the neurological intensive care
possible

unit and stroke unit.

Later the addition and analysis
signals (BB, pulse, etc) to the system

of other

will

physiological

be relatively easy,

if

required.

The integration of the different types of information and
data in a single workstation will lead to a new synthesis
aswell as considerably improved diagnostic and therapeutic
usefulness.
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three

and
dimensions
atlas".

using a volume of interest (VOD
J.Cereb. B

links already exist and are used for routine purposes.
The workpackages are designed to bring together and to
integrate the different submodules on a common interface.
This will allow an easy transfer from one module to the next
and overlapping of different types of information in the same

Because

in
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